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better? We see that Charles has answered
5/10 of his questions, and Mary 35/50, but
we require a single term to show their relative
degree of merit.
John lost 30 cents out of a dollar he owned
and William spent 40 cents out of a dollar
he had earned. How shall we find a number
which will show what part of a dollar John
had more than William?
The two problems above given are like
thousands of others, with slight variations,
and it is clear that some system of calcula-
tion must be found by which they may easily
be solved.
In the first problem, let us reduce our
fractions to those having the common denomi-
nator 100. Then Charles has answered
50/100 of his questions and Mary 70/100
of hers. Mary is a better student by 20/100
than Charles. We have learned to express
20/100 decimally as .20, which is a simpler
form than the fraction.
In the second problem, we begin its solu-
tion by remembering that a dollar contains
100 cents. John lost 30/100 of his money;
William spent 40/100 of his; therefore,
John has yet 70/100 of his original amount,
and William 60/100 of his. John has 10/100
more money than William, which proportion
we express decimally as .10.
These problems are solved on the basis of
100 for the complete amount in each case.
We consider in the first instance the ques-
tions asked Charles and Mary on the basis of
100, and in the second place we know that the
dollar is easily reckoned on its basis of 100
parts, or 100 pennies, comprising the whole.
So we may build a section of our arithmetic
which shall have for its foundation compu-
tations based on 100 parts to make the whole,
or the entire thing, and we call this system
Percentage, from two Latin words, per and
centumj which together mean by the hundred.
Instead of saying that a certain number is
so many hundredths of one hundred, we say
that it is so many per cent. In writing, we
shorten the words per cent to the sign %.
The percentage system would not be of
much use to us if by its means we could
compare numbers only directly with one hun-
dred. It would be easy enough to tell how
many one-hundredths of one dollar a quar-
ter is, but it would not help us in telling how
many one-hundredths an inch is of a foot,
or a quart is of a peck. However, if we
xemember the simple rule that any common
 fraction may be expressed as a per cent mera-
by reducing it to hundredths, we will find
that the application of percentage is extended
over a great part of arithmetic. Thus:
1/2 =50/100=50%
1/4 =25/100=25%
1/5 =20/100=20%
3/5 =60/100=60%
3/50= 6/100= 6%
There are a number of fractional parts of
one hundred which are expressed as per cents
so often that the per cents should be com-
mitted to memory.
1/2 =50  %	2/3=66g%
1/3 =33fc%	3/4=75  %
1/4 =25  %	2/5=40  %
1/5 =20  %	3/5=60  %
1/6 =16|%	3/8=37£%
1/8 =12 J%	5/8=62i%
1/10=10  %	7/8=87J%
If we examine the very simplest statement
in percentage, 25% of $24=$6, we see that
there are three numbers used—the number
of which the per cent is taken, the number
which tells how many hundredths are taken,
and the number which results from taking the
indicated number of hundredths of the given
amount. The first of these is called the base;
the second the rate, and the third the percent-
age. Thus in the statement above, 25% of
$24=$6, $24 is the base, 25% the rate and
$6 the percentage.
The sum of the base and the percentage
is called the amount; the difference between
them the difference.
The Three Oases. No problem in percent-
age can be worked unless two of the three
numbers named above are given. These two
may be either the base and the rate, the prob-
lem being to find the percentage; the rate and
the percentage, the problem being to find the
base; or the base and the percentage, the
problem being to find the rate. The first one
is the simplest, and the one most often met
with.
Exercises under Case I. Given the base
and the rate to find the percentage. Let it
be remembered that the base represents the
whole of anything. In the problem, What
is 8% of 500 ?, 500 is the base, as it repre-
sents the whole, and we are required to find
8/100 of this whole. By the analytical
method we may more clearly understand ths
process of the solution:
100%, or the whole, =500
1%= 5
8%= 40

